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Dear Readers,
We are back with another exciting issue. Spring is just started &
summers are around corner so are the designers busy launching
their latest lawn collections & leaving no stone unturned to bring
the best to you. We kept our eyes at the best collections & featured
some of them in this issue, some others will be coming in our next
issue, so have look at them inside.
On eve of International Women’s Day, we have paid special tribute
to the most inspirational women’s figure & former first lady of
United States, Nancy Davis Reagan as she rest in peace & left
behind her all the legacy.

Cover Credits:
LOTUS PR

This issue also features reel review on Hollywood’s block blustered
movie “Dead Pool” & exclusive sneak peak to one of the biggest
awards shows “The Oscars” & many more on inside pages. We
hope that you’ll enjoy reading the issue as much as we’ve while
creating it for you.
Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete

Saudi Arabia bans Iran’s Mahan Air from flying into Kingdom

Quebec Police Officers Engaged In Sexual Misconduct In Haiti
Several Quebec police officers engaged in sexual misconduct while working as UN peacekeepers in Haiti, including at least
two who had children with Haitian women during the course of their mission, Radio-Canada has learned.“There’s a code of
silence. The cases that are not reported are kept secret. People come back and continue their activities,” said a former police
officer with the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH).According to CBC’s French-language service RadioCanada, at least two Montreal police officers fathered children while working
with MINUSTAH.One of them had a child with his Haitian housekeeper while
on a mission in 2013, contrary to UN rules of engagement, which strictly
prohibit having sex with residents while deployed.The man, who was in
a relationship in Canada, was denounced by colleagues upon his return.
He was suspended by Montreal police for nine days. He has since retired
from the force and now helps the mother of his child in Haiti.The case and
subsequent suspension reverberated all the way to UN headquarters in New
York, which recently released its annual report on allegations of exploitation
and sexual abuse in the United Nations system. U.S. Ambassador to the UN
Samantha Power also complained at a meeting of the UN Security Council
that the officer had only received a nine-day suspension for his actions in Haiti.She said the disciplinary action is clearly
insufficient. It’s a view shared by Rosy Augustus of the National Human Rights Network in Haiti.“Nine days is trivializing the
life of a child and it is trivializing the regulation that there should be no such relationship between MINUSTAH and Haitian
workers,” she said. Another Montreal police officer had a child with a Haitian woman in 2012.

Obama Says Destroying Is
His‘Top Priority’
US President Barack Obama said Tuesday that destroying
the militant Islamic State (IS) group remains his “top priority”
at a time when the militant group continues to lose ground in
Iraq and Syria.“We continue to take on their leadership, their
financial networks, their infrastructure,” Obama said at a
meeting with senior military officials in the White House.“We
are going to
squeeze them
and
we
will
defeat them.”“As
we’ve
seen
from Turkey to
Belgium,
ISIL
still has the
ability to launch
serious terrorist
attacks,”
he
added, using another term for IS.Coalition forces must
maintain pressure on the insurgents using diplomacy and
intelligence as well as military operations, coordinating
operations between various branches of government, he
said.“We can no longer tolerate the kinds of positioning that
is enabled by them having headquarters in Raqqa and in
Mosul,” he said of cities in Syria and Iraq.
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Israel Restarts Work On West
Bank Wall
Israel began construction on a controversial part of its
separation barrier in the occupied West Bank on Thursday,
near a Palestinian Christian town.Cranes began lifting eightmetre(yard)-high
blocks into place
near Beit Jala,
south of Jerusalem
and
close
to
Bethlehem,
a
photographer
witnessed. This part
of the wall could cut
Palestinians from
their olive groves.
Nicola Khamis, mayor of Beit Jala, condemned what he saw
as a land grab.“This land is for our families, our children,” he
said by phone from the bridge next to the construction site.
The Israeli army referred questions to the defence ministry,
which did not immediately respond.Residents of Beit Jala fear
the construction of the wall may lead to the expansion of the
nearby Israeli settlements of Gilo and Har Gilo.Khamis said
they hoped to battle the wall’s construction, with emergency
strategy meetings planned, but he conceded they had no
further appeals within the Israeli legal system.
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Tom Mulcair And The NDP Try To Figure
Out Where To Go Next
It is a cruel irony that New Democrats should have to live with the loss
of their best shot to form a federal NDP government at the same time
that socialism is having a bit of a moment in the English-speaking world,
courtesy of Democratic presidential hopeful Bernie Sanders in the United
States and Labour Party Leader
Jeremy Corbyn in Britain.It is
crueller still that Tom Mulcair,
the stern and stiff political
veteran once caricatured as
Angry Tom and now accused
of being too restrained on the
debate stage, should have to
languish as the diminished
leader of the third party while a
grumpy old man (Sanders) and a bearded old man (Corbyn) are invested
with socialist hopes and dreams. In an alternate reality, Mulcair is prime
minister of Canada and one-third of a hot new trend.In actual reality, Mulcair
might be entering his final weekend as leader of the NDP. Democracy, of
course, is neither gentle nor simple nor particularly predictable. And as
such, the New Democrats gathering in Edmonton for the party’s biennial
convention are deserving of some sympathy.

China’s Xinjiang Seals Pakistan Ties
With $2BN In Deals
Companies from China’s violence-prone far western region of Xinjiang
signed deals worth about $2 billion with Pakistan this week during a visit to
Pakistan by Xinjiang’s top official, who sought to cement ties with an important
security partner.Pakistan last year agreed energy and infrastructure
projects worth $46 billion with China to set up the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor.In return, China
will get a free trade zone
in Pakistan’s Gwadar port
and access to the Arabian
Sea.
New
Pakistani
roads will open up routes
for Chinese goods into
Europe and the Middle
East from landlocked
Xinjiang, which borders
Pakistan.During a four-day visit to Pakistan, Xinjiang’s Communist Party
chief Zhang Chunxian met Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, visited Islamabad,
Karachi and Gwadar, the official Xinjiang Daily said on Friday. “China and
Pakistan have a deep friendship, are good neighbours, friends, brothers
and partners,” the newspaper cited Zhang as saying.“On this trip, I have
deeply felt this friendship and the atmosphere surrounding the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor.”

Sueddeutsche Zeitung Says
Not All Panama Papers Need
To Be Public

The German newspaper that first obtained
the so-called Panama Papers, a vast trove
of documents on offshore companies, said
Thursday that it won’t publish all the files,
arguing that not all are of public interest.
Sueddeutsche
Zeitung
received
the
documents from an unidentified source
more than a year ago and shared at least
parts of them with dozens of other media
outlets around the world. Since the first
reports were published Sunday, prominent
politicians, celebrities and businesspeople
have had their offshore business dealings
dragged into the spotlight, prompting a flurry
of public outrage, official investigations and
fierce denials from some of those named.
Sueddeutsche Zeitung said the complete
set of 11.5 million documents “won’t be
made available to the public or to law
enforcement agencies. That’s because the
SZ isn’t the extended arm of prosecutors
or the tax investigators.”Authorities have
legal powers to obtain such documents from
those suspected of wrongdoing, and in many
cases there’s no public interest in revealing
companies’ or individuals’ offshore business
dealings, the Munich-based paper said.The
documents relate to Panamanian law firm
Mossack Fonseca, which helps create shell
companies for the world’s rich and famous.
The firm said it has filed a criminal complaint
alleging that the data was stolen in a hacking
attack.Sueddeutsche Zeitung said it didn’t
know how the anonymous source obtained
the data, but that he or she had expressed
“a very strong moral impulse” and wanted to
make “these crimes public.”
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MONTREAL SHAADI SHOW 4
GROUPE Nissan GABRIEL, in Association with Qatar
Airways and SkyLawn Travel presented Montreal’s
Premiere South Asian Wedding & Fashion Show
“Montreal Shaadi Show 4” on Sunday, April 10th,
2016 at the magnificent Plaza Volare Reception
Hall at the Crowne Plaza Montreal Airport Hotel.
Over 4,000 attendees & 60 Vendors attended
the show to make the evening wonderful. The
best part of the show was its first real proposal
on the stage to which girl said “YES”….just over
whelming and so romantic it was!
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SHOOT CREDITS:
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Designer: Saira Rizwan
Collection: Spring Lawn 2016
Model: Amy Jackson
Photographer: Mazen Abusrour
Makeup: Sarah Damichi
Instagram: @sairarizwan_official
@iamamyjackson #SairaRizwan
#AmyJackson
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10 Tricks To Stop Thinning Hair

Losing it? Here’s how to get your locks looking luscious again

Lots of us suffer from hair loss, with common triggers including stress, hormones, hair dye, over styling,
depression and diet but the root cause can be complicated. While a visit to a Trichologist (a.k.a. hair and
scalp specialists), can diagnose individual cases of hair loss, we asked a pro to share her top tips for us all to
get our head around.
Here, a Trichologist gives 10 tricks to try for halting thinning hair either by tweaking your lifestyle, enlisting
technology or consulting an expert. Take note, girls:

1: Eat More Protein
Increasing the amount of dietary protein you eat can help with nutritional hair
loss. A reasonable portion of meat or fish every day can make up around half
of your 45g quota. Try adding up how much protein you consume daily for a
week to get a feel for how much you really need you may surprise yourself
as to how little you really consume.
2: Loosen Up
Constantly pulling your hair into a tight ponytail, wearing hair extensions
and excessive blow-drying will cause strain on your hair follicles and could
cause traction alopecia. If you have thinning hair, choose a loose hairstyle
rather than a tight up-do, avoid having hair extensions and give your hair a
break from excessive styling.
3: Listen To Your Body
Thinning hair can be caused by thyroid conditions, particularly hypothyroidism
which is most often seen in postmenopausal women. Left untreated the
condition can cause hair to thin and become dry. Other symptoms include
weight gain, dry skin and tiredness. This condition is best monitored and
treated by your GP.
4: Up The Vitamins
Nutritional deficiencies such as low B12 and Vitamin D can slow down hair
growth and they can cause hair thinning. Dietary B12 deficiency can be
easily resolves by increasing your intake of meat, fish, dairy and by taking a
good quality B Complex. Vitamin D deficiency is on the rise and definitely a
test to ask your GP for if your hair is declining.
5: Try Laser Phototherapy
Laser phototherapy offers a lotion-free, pill-free method of improving hair
structure and growth, with no side effects, scalp irritation or damage to hair
structure. The Theradome LH80 Laser Helmet, £685, floods your scalp with
photons to energies your hair follicles. It’s easy to use; you just put it on your
head every other day for 20 minutes. Laser Phototherapy stimulates blood

circulation, nutrients and oxygen to the hair follicles and helps to produce
stronger, healthier, faster growing hair.
6: See A Trichologist
Don’t ignore the signs that your hair has started to thin. If your ponytail has
got noticeably thinner and you’ve started to see your scalp at your hairline,
consult an expert and book an appointment with a Trichologist. They can
help you determine the cause and set you on the right track to regaining
your hair.
7: Don’t Skip Conditioner
If you don’t use a conditioner, over time hair can become dehydrated,
which can lead to hair becoming damaged and brittle. Look for lightweight
conditioners that contain panthenol and glycerin that moisturize and keep
fragile hair strong.
8: Look After Your Scalp
A healthy scalp healthy hair. There are a few products on the market that may
help your scalp stay healthy and encourage growth. The professional hair
care company Mediceuticals have a brilliant range of scalp specific products
formulated to moisturise, soothe and hydrate.
9: Increase Your Iron
Life gets stressful in your 20s and 30s and factors like busy lives, heavy
periods, being a vegetarian or blood donor can lead to low serum Ferritin,
which is the protein that stores iron in the body. Low iron is one of the most
common causes of hair thinning, try to reboot hair from the inside out by
including iron-rich foods in your diet or take an iron supplement such as
Florisene.
10: Live Healthy!
Unhealthy people who love on fast food, take no exercise, drink, smoke
and party excessively rarely have great hair. Your hair is a reflection of your
health, diet and wellbeing – a healthy lifestyle will naturally make your hair
look healthy too!
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PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion
Week

The ninth PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week officially
commenced on 10th March 2016, marking the seventh
consistent year of the prêt a porter platform. Indeed the
9th PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week marks the fourteenth
fashion week platform initiated by the Pakistan Fashion
Design Council [with eight weeks of prêt-à-porter and
five of bridal fashion] and is a direct manifestation of the
Council’s commitment to sustainability and discipline
within the business of fashion and the facilitation of
Pakistan’s retail industry

Red Carpet
Day 1
www.syncmag.ca | 11th Apr - 10th May 2016
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PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion
Week

The Pakistan Fashion Design Council in collaboration
with Sunsilk presented the second day of the ninth PFDC
Sunsilk Fashion Week. Indeed the 9th PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion Week marks the fourteenth fashion week
platform initiated by the Pakistan Fashion Design Council
and is a direct manifestation of the Council’s commitment
to sustainability and discipline within the business of
fashion and the facilitation of Pakistan’s retail industry.
Indeed #PSFW16 endeavours to define and present
trends for 2016.

Red Carpet
Day 2
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PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion
Week

The Pakistan Fashion Design Council in collaboration with
Sunsilk presented the third day of the ninth PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion Week. Indeed the 9th PFDC Sunsilk Fashion
Week marks the fourteenth fashion week platform
initiated by the Pakistan Fashion Design Council and is
a direct manifestation of the Council’s commitment to
sustainability and discipline within the business of fashion
and the facilitation of Pakistan’s retail industry. Indeed
#PSFW16 endeavours to define and present trends for
2016, focusing specifically on fashion for the regions’
long hot summer months.

Red Carpet
Day 3
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PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion
Week

The Pakistan Fashion Design Council in collaboration
with Sunsilk presented the fourth and final day of the
ninth PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week. Indeed the 9th PFDC
Sunsilk Fashion Week marked the fourteenth fashion
week platform initiated by the Pakistan Fashion Design
Council and was a direct manifestation of the Council’s
commitment to sustainability and discipline within the
business of fashion and the facilitation of Pakistan’s retail
industry. Indeed #PSFW15 endeavoured to define and
present trends for 2016, focusing specifically on fashion
for the regions’ long hot summer months.

Red Carpet
Day 4
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3 Shortcuts To A Happy Marriage
For anyone who has ever wished there was a quick and easy way to create
an amazing relationship...

1. Interrupt.

Jennifer doesn’t mean to nag her husband, it just
happens. She is a
very organized woman
and gets impatient
when others don’t come
through for her the
way she believes they
should. Because of
this, Jennifer constantly
reminds her husband
about
the projects he’s
promised to
complete around the
house.
She knows he’s a busy
guy,
so she tells herself that
her
notes and comments are
“helpful”. This doesn’t make
the projects get done any faster
and it usually leads to tension in
her marriage.
The next time Jennifer is about
to suggest that her husband fix
the leaky faucet, she interrupts
herself. She is mid-sentence in
a conversation with him and
realizes that what she’s about to
say could feel like nagging. After
she interrupts her usual habit,
Jennifer takes a deep breath and
asks him about his plans for the
day instead. She is pleased to
hear that, included in his plans,
are taking care of the leaky
faucet.

2. Pause.

Jeff’s wife often gets upset
with him. She says he makes
financial and household
decisions without including
her and he admits that she’s
correct. He doesn’t mean to
leave her out; he just gets
excited about an idea and acts
on it. Sometimes he regrets
that he didn’t stop to think
about what he’s going to

do and he does feel bad when he leaves his wife out.
When Jeff sees a great deal on a vacation package,
instead of going ahead and signing up their family
and putting down money for the trip, he pauses. He
asks himself if this is something his wife might like
to have input about and decides that she probably
would. Though it’s uncomfortable for him to wait, he
picks up the phone and calls his wife to talk about this
opportunity with her.

3. Appreciate.

Chrissy has always been particular and she likes
that about herself. She has certain tastes and
preferences and when she communicates these
to her husband, he becomes defensive and
calls her “critical” or “impossible to please.”
Chrissy wants to stay true to her likes and
dislikes, but not at the expense of connection
with her husband. She reads an article online
about how powerful appreciation is and
decides to try it. She challenges herself to
think about three things she appreciates
about her husband and their relationship
every day. She does this for a few days and
feels really good. She also starts telling
her husband what she appreciates about
him. She doesn’t stop making requests
when
she’d like something
different, but she
makes sure
to regularly
appreciate too.
Shortcuts like these
can transform your
marriage. They are “little”
and in the moment decisions that
you can make to
move closer to your spouse and get
happier too. Think of what you’d like to
improve about your relationship and get
started today!
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Elan Rocks The Casbah
Available in 15 distinct designs, each in 2
colour-ways, for Élan Lawn 2016, Khadijah
Shah has engaged a unique approach
to design development, introducing
meticulous detailing not typically found
in conventional lawn prints. Each print
has been artistically conceptualized and
designed with diverse elements coming
together to form complete compositions.
Shah has mixed vivacious prints with
traditional embroideries and taken
inspiration from countless exciting places,
objects and textures. The colors are
vibrant, the compositions are imaginative,
yet the form remains as wearable as ever.
It’s luxe enough to translate easily from
day-time dressing to night-time; it all
depends on the individual’s personal style
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Event Images-Day 1
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Red Carpet Images
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Shaan-e-Pakistan
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Nida Azwer Atelier
Boutique Lawn Collection
This year’s lawn collection encapsulates
fun and floral prints, drawing on birds
and a diversity of geometric patterns
accented with the Nida Azwer’s
signature gold screen prints, laces, pin
tucks and emboss work. Expect prints
combined with a refreshing abundance
of negative space in a colour palette of
lighter shades ranging from soft neutrals
in ivory, beige and light pinks to bright
sea green, blue, red and rusts. For
stitched ensembles, Nida has kept her
lawn silhouettes cleaner and straighter
with shorter lengths while pants have
been finished with organza detailing and
embossed prints with the dhoti shalwar a
main trend to look out for.
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Sync Health

How To Grow Taller And Faster?
Every person desires to look smart & own a dynamic personality. Proper physique & tall height
influence a lot in anybody’s success. However not every person gets tall height by god’s grace so, a
lot of people have a desire to grow taller, taller & grow taller with a fast speed.
Now the question remains is, what do people understand by the word fast in relation to time
measures, like an hour, a day, a month or year. Many people choose pills to grow taller, whereas many
strain to advertisements which assure good results in a fixed time period for everybody. But we are
not here to talk about those programs.
We will try to focus on means which may help you gain height with
proper genetic growth in the environment you survive. In spite of height
being a biological factor, we will provide some better tips for growing
taller & faster.
Now, since we are talking about height which is a biological factor & is
much affected by the hereditary genes. Family’s average height accounts
to your height on a broader level. The fact being, if your mother’s &
father’s family’s height is tall then probability of you being tall is more
than you being short.
You must take in balanced diet with right nutrients. The body should be
nourished with proper food so as to help in proper growing of the body.
You must eat supplements suitable to your age & gender. For example

*Take eggs, meat, pulses, beans, nuts for protein
*Fish, mushroom for vitamin
*Milk, broccoli, spinach, yoghurt for Calcium
*Fresh & green vegetables, potatoes for carbohydrates
*Avoid much of chocolates, fast food; however a fixed amount
of chocolate is beneficial.
*You must avoid consumption of alcohol, steroids and smoking
while working on increasing your height
Try to follow a particular routine for proper growth of the body. A sleep
of 8 hours would help as sleeping time is development & repair time
for a human body & its tissue. On a whole, take proper nourished diet,
complete sleep, perform regular exercises, prevent addictive & harmful
ailments like tobacco & steroid, maintain proper postures while sitting,
walking to prevent pain. All these factors would surely help you gain a
tall height.
www.syncmag.ca | 11th Apr - 10th May 2016
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SAIRA RIZWAN LAUNCHES SPRING
LAWN 2016 COLLECTION
Fashion designer Saira Rizwan celebrated the successful launch of
her Spring Lawn 2016 collection nationwide through a preview at her
flagship store at Mall 94, Gulberg in Lahore on Friday March 18, 2016.
The new lawn campaign which marks the first collaboration for
the brand with Jehanzeb Fabrics features Bollywood actress Amy
Jackson. It consists of 10 designs to choose from with lawn, silk,
chiffon, and jacquard. The collection is inspired by the arrival of
spring with florals and geometrical patterns. Each design comes
with the brand’s signature embroideries with a variety of colours
from pastels, dark hues as well as vibrant shades.
Speaking at the launch of her new collection, Saira Rizwan said:
“We are delighted by the response from our brand’s patrons and
the general public on our Spring Lawn 2016 collection. It was
an absolute pleasure working on this campaign with my team,
Jehanzeb Fabrics and having Amy Jackson on board as the face.”
The collection is available for retail between the price ranges of
PKR 6,350 to PKR 6,550 at leading retailers nationwide including
Saira Rizwan and Saleem Fabric outlets in Lahore, Sanaullah in
Karachi, Kapas Fabric and Anum’s F10 in Islamabad.
www.syncmag.ca | 11th Apr - 10th May2016
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Trying to have any original thoughts is challenging on the 1st and 2nd since
all you want to do is play follow the leader. The more often you’re able to
come to your own conclusions, though, the better. You feel like you have a
true purpose on the 7th and 8th, and your only job is to follow your destiny,
wherever it takes you. Everywhere you look there are signs pointing you in
the right direction; you just have to pay attention to them.

s

Arie

Taurus

Pis

us

Hmm, is there a good reason you’re being so stubborn on the 1st and
2nd? Your way might be the best way or it might not be; at least give other
people’s opinions and suggestions a chance. Your dreams have special
meaning on the 5th and 6th, and if you’re interested in lucid dreaming,
these are perfect days to try it out or work on perfecting your method. You
know those interesting designs, concepts, or procedures that have been
swirling around in your head?

Aquari

Gemini

ce
s

Your eccentricity is on display on the 3rd and 4th, and although most of
your friends know you as the conventional (or conservative) one, their eyes
will get wide and they’ll scratch their heads when they see some of the cool
stuff you come up with! You’re able to focus your energy on getting all the
things you really want on the 9th and 10th, but make sure you leave room
for spontaneity. Those improvised moments can’t be replaced. Your ego is a
big reason for personal clashes on the 15th and 16th, and the worst words
you can mutter midmonth are ‘I don’t care

Virgo

You always strive for quality over quantity, but on the 1st and 2nd it’s
possible to have it all. Just don’t neglect the people who made it all possible
for you to be where you are right now. Get out and explore your own town
or city on the 8th and 9th, because no matter how long you’ve lived there,
there
are still a lot of places
you don’t go, you might
www.syncmag.ca
| 11thyou’ve
Apr -never
10th been.
May If2016
miss something.
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You’re hot about the latest fad on the 1st and 2nd, and you want everyone
else to jump on the same bandwagon. Problem is, your friends and family
might be just a little tired of hearing about all of the latest and greatest from
you. So find some new recruits to join you in your latest passion. You bend
without breaking on the 7th and 8th, and your pals are mighty glad to see
you so flexible.Is it possible that you’ll change your mind about something
you’ve been super-adamant about recently?
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You feel safely tucked away in your comfortable shell on the 1st and 2nd,
and there’s very little you want to step outside of it for. There are days you
don’t mind taking a walk on the wild side, but these aren’t them! You do
your best to stay calm on the 7th and 8th, but when people say things that
seem like they’re designed to upset you, it’s really hard to keep your cool.
If it’s impossible to hold your tongue at the moment, be sure you apologize
afterward. You’re tempted to do something totally out of character on the
15th and 16th, but at the same time you don’t want to blow a chance at
something you’ve been working toward for a while now.
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Feeling a little disheartened on the 1stVol
and
that
things aren’t working out the way you planned? It’s hard to get over
an unfulfilled wish, but don’t lose hope just yet. A new flirtation
takes your mind off the heavy stuff on the 3rd and 4th, and wow this new person is really amazing! Sometimes the very best things in
life happen when you aren’t expecting them. There’s a lot going on
underneath the surface on the 9th and 10th, but you’re skimming
along the top of the water just fine.
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Something’s not feeling quite right on the 3rd and 4th, but nothing
is specifically wrong. Try not to take your frustrations out on
oblivious friends and bystanders; you’ll get through this rough time
and maybe even come out stronger on the other side. You have a
problem with motivation on the 11th and 12th, but once you find
something that drives you, you move full speed ahead. You’re good
at coming to other people’s rescue on the 13th and 14th there are
few signs better in a pinch than true and loyal Scorpio.

Sagittarius

Listening to other people talk about ‘the good old days’ puts you in
a sentimental mood on the 5th and 6th. Do you really miss the way
things used to be, or are you just unhappy with the way things are
now? Revisiting the past could be exactly the catalyst you need to
make some positive life changes. You talk a great game on the 11th
and 12th, but you might as well admit (to yourself if no one else)
that you aren’t actually ready to make your move.

Capricorn

Leo

You love it when a good plan comes to fruition, like one does on the
1st and 2nd. Now that all of your strategies are in place and your
ideas are holding their own, you’re on your way to ruling the world!
You dabble in the arts quite successfully on the 5th and 6th, and the
people who know you best might be surprised to see what you’re
able to create. You might even go as far as to say that music and art
are the best part of your world on these days (gasp)!

Aquarius

You aren’t really one to follow guidelines or rules, but you seem to
know which boundaries are and aren’t okay to cross on the 3rd and
4th. Call it a sixth sense or whatever, but when you have a choice
between two things, you tend to choose correctly. Wacky inventions
and far-out theories are part of your charm on the 9th and 10th, and
not only will they possibly connect you with a new love interest, they
could also land you your dream job.

Pisces

You might not be perched in the exact spot you want to be on the
4th and 5th, but guess what? There’s someone higher than you who
is totally willing to help you up so you can see the view from the top.
Take advantage of all offers or favors. You’re your own best friend on
the 8th and 9th, so be sure to do something nice to pamper yourself.
Don’t worry about spending big bank on something that makes
th
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you feel more
elegant, stylish or just
generally
subtlety is
appreciated on the 17th and 18th.
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SRK ‘Fan’ Breaks Records,
Earns 50 Crore In Just
Two Days
KARACHI: Shah Rukh Khan’s Fan movie has hit the theaters
across the world. The movie made to watch in theaters is
filling fast with sky high speed, almost all prime time tickets
are already stock out. By
the end of the first day,
Fan has already shattered
a lot of BO records, movie
complete BO report
includes domestic and
also overseas collections.
Fan has been released
in a total of 4600+ screens worldwide spanning 3500+
screen counts in India and 1100+ international screens.
With this box office numbers, Shah Rukh Khan’s Fan has
shot up to the top position. Since the movie is getting
positive reviews from all the critics and even the audience
are blabbering real talk, the film is expected to break even
more records by the end of the first weekend. SRK has an
immense following among all the Khans in Bollywood. So
called, Badshah, proved his worth at the box office on day
1. Most of the theaters in Delhi and Mumbai have around
80% of occupancy advance booked for the FAN Movie,
whereas a great craze for Shah Rukh Khan’s movie can be
seen in Dubai and UK too. BB had around 70% occupancy
as advanced booking. Fan’s budget was around 100 crores,
and the movie is ready to reach it just few days. That’s
the stamina of SRK in Bollywood and no wonder he is the
Badshah. FAN movie featuring Shahrukh Khan is breaking
all records of Bollywood by taking the growth in a wellexpected phase. The movie is collecting positive reviews
from the critics and the audience around the world. SRK is
not mere a star with domestic fan following, his movie is
doing an exceptional business in Dubai and United States
too. After chasing his hard luck with a film like Dilwale, the
SRK had decided to give his fans a surprise which his fans
will not forget throughout the life. According to industry
experts, the film is doing great business even than Dilwale
Dhulania Le Jayenge.
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Extremists Threaten To Disrupt
Music Launch Of Ghulam Ali
NEW DELHI: A Hindu extremist group has threatened to disrupt
music launch of Ghulam Ali-starrr Ghar Wapisi, local media
reported on Monday. According to reports, Suhaib Ilyasi has
filed a complaint with police that Visnu Gupta, a leader of
Hindu Sena, has threatened to
disrupt the launch. The director told
media his film stars the Pakistani
ghazal maestro and he received
threatening call from Gupta who
said his group would not let the
event to happen. Delhi police have
assured Ilyai that adequate security
would be provided at the venue of the event. The music
launch of the movie Ghar Wapsi was cancelled in January
this year after Shiv Sena issued the similar threats.The 75
year old Pakistani singer had cancelled his visit to Mumbai
following the threats.

Drew Barrymore’s Puppy Love
NEW YORK: Drew Barrymore was given a special
honor by the American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) as it celebrated its 150th
year with a celebrity gala in
New York on Thursday. The
“Charlie´s Angels” actress,
who last week announced
her
separation
from
husband Will Kopelman, has
adopted and fostered many
abandoned dogs. The event
drew dozens of celebrities,
many with their pets, including lifestyle guru Martha
Stewart, Pink Floyd rocker Roger Waters, and actor
Nathan Lane, who was the emcee for the gala. Lane
said the ASPCA is doing important work for animals.
“We´re giving a voice to them, We´re helping them,
they need our help. It´s been a great organization - it´s
150 years now. It´s great that it´s still going strong and
doing this kind of work.
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Bollywood Studios Eye
Profits At Last As India Goes
Smartphone Mad
MUMBAI: India’s all-singing, all-dancing movie hits
capture the attention of hundreds of millions of fans - but
they generate precious little in
box office profits for the world’s
largest cinema industry. Now, with
smartphone sales booming and
India preparing for nationwide 4G
Internet access, India’s film and TV
industry hopes the ease of tapping
your phone for the latest release
will generate profits at last, overcoming the problems of
woefully few cinemas and rampant piracy. India has about
10,000 cinema screens across a country of 1.3 billion - 8
for every million people, compared with 120 in the United
States and 30 in China, according to digital film distribution
network UFO Moviez.

Paul Walker’s Daughter Gets
$10.1 Million Settlement
The 17-year-old daughter of late actor Paul Walker has
reached a $10.1 million settlement with the estate of the
man driving the car that crashed
and killed them both in 2013, her
attorney said on Friday. Walker was
a passenger in a 2005 Porsche
Carrera GT driven by Roger Rodas
when the car, traveling at speeds
of 80 to 93 miles per hour (129 to
150 kilometers per hour), careened
into trees and a utility pole in Santa Clarita, northwest of Los
Angeles. Meadow Walker’s attorney, Jeff Milam, said in a
statement that the settlement would go into a trust for the teen.
The settlement, reached in November 2014, went unnoticed
for nearly a year and half because it was filed under “Meadow
W.”, according to celebrity news website TMZ, which first
reported the story.

‘Jungle Book’ Opens To Smashing $103.6 Million
LOS ANGELES: “The Jungle Book” dominated the weekend box office, grossing a massive $103.6 million, and extending the
Walt Disney Company’s success in making live action versions of its classic animated features. That ranks as the second
biggest April opening in history, behind only “Furious 7’s” $147.2 million launch. With “Cinderella,” “Alice in Wonderland,”
“Maleficent,” and now “The Jungle Book,” this strategy of revitalizing fairy tales
has become a virtual brand onto itself. One that nearly rivals Disney’s Marvel,
Pixar, and LucasFilm projects. The studio will continue to mine its library; “Beauty
and the Beast” with Emma Watson hits theaters on March 17, 2017, and new
versions of “Cruella De Ville” and “Peter Pan” are in the works. Critics loved “The
Jungle Book” handing it a 95 percent “fresh” rating on Rotten Tomatoes. Wordof-mouth for the film also looks strong. The picture received an A CinemaScore,
which could set it up for a healthy run in the days and weeks ahead. Families made
up 49 percent if the opening weekend audience. The film performed well in Imax,
earning $10.4 million, and 43 percent of its domestic opening weekend gross came on 3D screens. Jon Favreau (“Iron
Man”) directed the $175 million, which used digital wizardry to conjure up Rudyard Kipling’s jungle setting. Bill Murray,
Ben Kingsley, Idris Elba, and Scarlett Johansson head up the vocal cast with Neel Sethi making his feature film debut as
Mowgli, the feral child at the heart of the story. Despite the shadow cast by “The Jungle Book,” New Line and MGM scored
with “Barbershop: The Next Cut.” The third film in the “Barbershop” series racked up a sterling $20.2 million from 2,661
locations. Women comprised 54 percent of ticket buyers, and 66 percent of consumers were over the age of 25.
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Kapoor & Sons
Direction: Shakun Batra
Cast: Rishi Kapoor, Fawad Khan, Siddharth Malhotra,
Alia Bhatt,Ratna Pathak Shah, Rajat Kapoor
Story: Rahul and Arjun visit home but with family secrets tumbling out, is
their reunion a happy one? And what happens when pretty Tia joins the
Kapoors and sons?
Review: So, Kapoor & Sons remixes Bollywood’s family drama in a bold
new-age avataar. Forever bickering Harsh (Rajat) and Sunita (Ratna) have two
sons, successful Rahul (Fawad) and confused Arjun (Sidharth). Suddenly,
Tia (Alia) enters the Kapoors’ lives, kissing Rahul but dating Arjun. How
does this triangle square up and does grandad Kapoor (Rishi) get the family
photo he desires? Kapoor & Sons’ star is its story.This is an entirely real
family, full of uncomfortable secrets, awkward jealousies and sharp pain,
where brothers steal, parents cheat, siblings suspect and ‘perfect bachchas’
don’t have perfect love lives. This is a family with its make up off, screaming
through hilarious situations a sequence involving a plumber is side splittingly
good.
There are subtle touches - Sunita making bhindi which Rahul loves, Arjun hates
bizarre cameos (aspiring ‘Mr. Ooty’, whose bosom jiggles on command)
and cinematography that captures lush Coonor with frames where you can,
well, almost smell the plentiful grass.The acting shines. In a wheelchair,
Rishi Kapoor runs away with the film, smashing it with hilarious lines an
‘apology’ goes, “Sorry, bhains” and his dirty old man portrayal, lusting after
Mandakini’s wet sari and using his grandson’s ‘I-Papad’ for porn. Fawad
and Sidharth make terrific contrasts, Sidharth vulnerable, yet loving, Fawad,
slick, yet asking with pain, “Aap ko mere jhoot bolne ka gham hai ya meri
asliyat ka?”And Ratna Pathak Shah seals it with a fabulous performance that
evolves from angry edginess to calm grief. Alongside, small, silken touches
the shoes of someone who’s gone, the chemistry of Alia and Sidharth, an
old world small town, a new world where children and parents comfort
and confront make Kapoor & Sons special.On the downside, the music’s
forgettable and Alia plays yet another boho chick, with chic but predictable
charm. However, the direction, frequently evoking Monsoon Wedding, keeps
things family focused, with a moving camera and characters in meltdown.
Wicked, witty and wise, Kapoor & Sons does Karan Johar proud.Because it’s
about loving your family sharp edges and all.
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